A business opportunity like no other.

This year, the UK government has partnered with business owners and respected climate groups to help businesses like you to cut carbon emissions and protect the planet.

Whatever size your business or the industry you’re in, your commitment could make a real difference – to your trade, your customers, your community and to the planet.

That’s why the UK government has created the UK Business Climate Hub, a campaign that asks UK small businesses of up to 250 employees to join the fight against climate change by committing to reducing their greenhouse gas emissions.

Even the smallest businesses produce carbon emissions – it could be through your building, your vehicles or your supply chain. The UK government is asking you to commit to cutting those carbon emissions in half by 2030 and to reach ‘net zero’ by 2050. Net zero means that you are putting no more carbon into the atmosphere than you are taking out of it.

When you commit, you’ll get the tools to help you understand your emissions, how to tackle them, and how to share what you’re doing with your customers and your community.

Tackling climate change is central to NatWest Group’s purpose-led strategy and the bank is committed to helping people, families and businesses on their journey to net zero by providing financial resources, expertise and the latest thought leadership on climate change.

2021 is the time. This November the UK government is hosting a major conference in Glasgow where world leaders will get together to commit to urgent action to tackle the climate emergency. Supported by principal partners including NatWest Group, it’s called COP26, and all eyes will be on the UK to agree the most ambitious plans to fight climate change the world has ever seen.

And you can be part of it. Become one of thousands of small business climate leaders across the UK this year and commit today.

MAKE THE COMMITMENT
Path to net zero
Understanding how your business can help the UK reach net zero emissions by 2050.

The road to COP26 starts here

Be a business climate leader in the race to zero

10 steps towards net zero you can take now

Green green class hits home

Building back greener: how can SMEs help?

Supply chains and sustainability: retail

Professional services: seven steps to sustainability

Bringing sustainability into the heart of your business

Sustainability and you - Business Builder free module

Medium-term
Taking the first steps to making your business more sustainable - from green finance, to leadership strategies, to carbon reporting.

Why SMEs should get ahead of the curve

Climate change: preparing for net zero

SMEs and the ‘just transition’ to a sustainable future

Fleet electrification: overcoming the six main pinch points

How to build a responsible supply chain

SMEs: improving sustainability while cutting costs
Long-term
Sector insights and universal tips to keep your business green as you look to the future.

Why join the circular economy?
Smart offices: the quest for sustainability
Busting the myths: farming and climate change

Going green: why sustainable hotels are attracting investment
What's your impact – Business Builder free module

Case studies
Hear from climate-friendly SMEs to find out how they are lowering their impact on the environment - and how you can too.

Starting small: sustainability in action
For the greener good
Fashion: the move towards sustainability

Video series: women in agriculture
Business Diaries: @BambuuBrush
Ray Marzec, Green Dragon Eco Farm

Chris Benton, Pedal & Post